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Eryn Tribble is the Owner and President of DCS Planning, a consulting firm that specializes in strategically addressing risk to business operations. The purpose of DCS Planning is to help good businesses thrive by continuity planning that protects and guides.

Eryn is certified by the Disaster Recovery Institute for Continuity Management to offer expertise in strategic business continuity management and information management disaster recovery. DCS can securely take your business to the next level of growth and confidence. Eryn’s experience includes:

- developing resilience and recovery strategies for your business,
- analysis of business systems to discover how value is created (or lost) within the organization,
- examination and healthy structuring of process, criticalities and dependencies,
- mediating conflict in the face of catastrophe,
- identifying the right crisis management response plans for your threat profile,
- development and implementation of technology recovery plan and coordinating alternate processing facilities.

Eryn has helped organizations with definition, development, implementation, maintenance and testing of continuity programs. Eryn offers continuity consulting and coaching that surpasses audit and regulatory requirements for compliance, getting organizations into the bottom line of continuity management: return on investment and profit.

Eryn has worked in conjunction with various public service emergency organizations including the Department of Homeland Security and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). She has contributed to the BCM community as an active member of the national Association of Contingency Planners.

Eryn is a proud native of Oklahoma and believes that “being a responsible business leader means building a culture of resilient congruence that is value creating for all stakeholders, and thus raising the integrity bar across all businesses.” DCS proves that belief.
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dcsplanning.com
Phone: 888.297.PLAN
Email: etribble@dcsplanning.com